
 

Face-to-face, in-person instruction Remote, at-home distance learning  

Full-time, in-person instruction on campus with 
heightened cleaning/disinfection protocols and 

district-provided technology 

Full-time, asynchronous remote instruction with 
district-provided technology. This learning will also 
include more synchronous instruction elements– 

where a teacher is directly working with students in 
real time through video chat format – than distance 

learning this last spring. 

Will follow the district campus “bell” schedule.  
 This schedule will align with the start and end time of the typical school day  

 
Elementary School:  7:40AM-3:05PM   

Middle School:  8:10AM-3:35PM 
High School:  8:50AM-4:10PM 

 

Attendance requirements (as required by the 
TEA) will be documented of which 
studentlearner is in attendance at school each 
day. 

Attendance requirements (as required by the TEA) 
will be documented by the interactions with 
teachers and the engagement level with lessons 
and assignments within Schoology.  There will be 
required times for log-ins to the Schoology platform 
as well as required video chat Zoom sessions.   
 

Consistent grading and assessment practices will be in place and all district grading practices and 
policies will be followed.  

Instruction will allow for large, whole group 
instruction and small group instruction focused 
on direct instruction, intervention and 
enrichment in a face to face format. There will 
be opportunities for blended learning with 
recorded video connections, use of online 
resources as well as feedback and 
collaboration experiences from educator to 
learners and learners to learners.   

Instruction will allow for large, whole group 
instruction and small group instruction focused on 
direct instruction,  intervention and enrichment in a 
virtual format. There will be a blend of 
asynchronous and synchronous learning 
opportunities with video streaming, video chat, 
recorded video connections and use of online 
resources allowing for feedback and collaboration 
experiences from educator to learners and learners 
to learners. 

Instruction will allow for participation in all 
academic content areas as well as fine arts, 
physical education and elective courses. 
 

Instruction will allow for online participation in all 
academic content areas as well as fine arts, 
physical education and elective courses. Students 
enrolled in virtual remote learning option at the 
secondary level may opt to attend face to face, in-
person instruction for fine arts and athletics based 
on campus recommendations.  

Opportunities for mindfulness, socialization 
time, relationship building check-ins with 
students and frequent breaks throughout the 
day will be provided.  

Opportunities for mindfulness, relationship building, 
check-ins with students and frequent breaks 
throughout the day will be built into the learning 
schedule. 
 

 



Parent and Student Expectations  
for Face-to-face, in-person instruction 

Parent and Student Expectations for  
Remote, at-home distance learning  

Arrive to school on-time and follow the 
personal prevention practices set by the 
district.   

Follow the set bell schedule of learning set by the 
campus/district.  
 
Attendance Criteria: Ensure the interactions with the 
distance learning are followed each day including: 

• Logging into Schoology for accessing 
learning 

• Participating and submission of assignments 
• Engaging and interacting during video 

streaming/video chat learning opportunities 
• Providing feedback to educator for any 

questions and any needs they may have for 
learning  

Bring the District Issued Technology Device 
(fully charged) to school each day *This 
ensures learners are able to interact with the 
lessons designed by educators and use the 
aligned online resources provided by the district 
for instruction and assessment. 

Use the District Issued Technology Device for 
learning each day *This ensures learners are able to 
interact with the lessons designed by educators and use 
the aligned online resources provided by the district for 
instruction and assessment. 
 

Follow CISD Code of Conduct Expectations  

Follow guidelines and rules concerning academic integrity.     
*Learners shall not engage in cheating or copying the work of another person, plagiarism, deception, 

sabotage, or facilitation to assist another person in any of these practices. Unauthorized communication 
between students before, during, or after an assignment or an examination has been assigned or 

administered. Any unauthorized use, access, removal, stealing, taking, making an image, or using or storing 
an image of content-related material shall also be considered academic dishonesty. (See CISD Student 

Code of Conduct 2020-2021) 

 


